
sphere

12VDC 2.6Kg/3.5Kg

DC SERIES  -  OFF-GRID



Power source 12V DC



Carry basket with
locking clips

This is located in the top of the machine
carton packing and needs to be fitted prior
to installation.

Weight of 
the product

Rated volume
of wash and 

spinning

2.6kg

3.5kg

2.6kg

3.5kg

2.6kg

3.5kg

410x420x740(mm)

3.5

18.5kg

2.6kg(dry clothes)

160W

DC12V

+
-



dedicated 12V DC circuit only.

+ -



The machine must be installed in a serviceable area, this must not be mounted or installed 

within a concealed cupboard or in a hard to service location. Should a service under warranty be 

required this cost of accessing the machine is not covered by the warranty terms.

5

1.Should the machine be turned on, with no program selected within 10 minutes, the machine will 
   power off automatically to save power.
2.After the washing program has finished the buzzer will sound six times to alert you that the cycle
   has finished and will power off to save power.

1.If the clothes are uneven around the spin dry tub,the satety device will activate and may stop the 
   spin process, the washer may automatically revert to rinse mode to help to adjust the washing load. 
   After the tub is balanced the spin mode will resume.
2.This function will activate twice if needed, if there is no change, the alarm “E3” will be activated.



The Sphere 12V DC Off-grid series machines require a dedicated FUSED MIN 

30A Supply circuit direct from the RV house battery bank. Use a Minimum*  8 

B&S wire size for a run of 5m or less from the battery (larger cable will be 

needed for longer runs).

The machine comes with a pre-fitted 50 AMP "Anderson" style plug for ease of 

connection/disconnection into the RV power supply. 

*Please consult your RV Manufacture, RV Dealer or RV Auto electrician if any 

questions or advice is needed on the correct wiring solution for your particular 

layout. Warranty may be void if the above wiring requirements are not meet*

Step 6: Power source 12V DC



carry basket

and FULLY AUTOMATIC PROGRAM



Press the button to
select water level
of LOW/HIGH for 
2.6kg in turn. 
For 3.5kg 3 water 
selections can be made
LOW/MED/HIGH.

For 2.6kg

For 3.5kg

Med1.0~2.0kg

2.0~3.5kg About 26L 32g

1.0~2.6kg
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